Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo Trivia
Cinco de Mayo has become a big celebration in the United States as well as in Mexico. But what is
Cinco de Mayo really about? In this activity, we test our knowledge of this famous holiday.
Preparation and How-Tos

• This is a copy of the complete activity for the facilitator to present.
Check the Additional Activities section for other ideas to bring to
the activity.

• Pictures can be printed and passed around during the activity or
displayed on a computer or television.

• To set the mood, play this video of the song “Cinco de Mayo,”
featuring sights and sounds of this holiday.

Cinco de Mayo Trivia
1. On what day is Cinco de Mayo celebrated?
Answer: May 5
2. What does Cinco de Mayo mean?
Answer: Cinco de Mayo is a Spanish phrase, and the English translation is “fifth of May.”
3. True or false? Cinco de Mayo is a celebration of Mexico’s independence, just like the
Fourth of July is for the United States.
Answer: False. Mexican Independence Day is celebrated on September 16. Cinco de Mayo
commemorates the Mexican army’s victory over France in the Battle of Puebla in 1862.
4. Why is this battle so celebrated?
Answer: The French army was formidable in size and had more weaponry, but the smaller
Mexican army prevailed. This battle gave hope to other groups around the world who were
fighting against larger, stronger forces.
5. How long did the Battle of Puebla last?
Answer: The battle lasted less than four hours.
6. Why was Puebla so important to the French?
Answer: Napoleon wanted to use Puebla as a base to help the Confederate Army during the
American Civil War. Some people think that if France had won the battle, the American Civil
War would have ended very differently.
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7.

Did Mexico win the war after the Battle of Puebla?
Answer: No. Mexico endured French rule for five more years.

8.

Why did France invade Mexico?
Answer: From 1858 to 1860, Mexico was embroiled in a civil war, which had adverse effects
on its economy. When Benito Juárez took office in 1861, the Mexican government couldn’t
afford to make payments on its debt to other countries. Spain, France, and the United
Kingdom banded together to invade Mexico to force Mexico to start repaying its debt. But
the United Kingdom and Spain realized that France wanted to start a major war, so they
withdrew, leaving France as the only invading nation.

9.

Did the United States support Mexico in the war?
Answer: No. The United States was worried about offending other countries and
remained neutral.

10. True or false? Cinco de Mayo is a national holiday in Mexico.
Answer: False. While Cinco de Mayo was declared a national holiday by President Benito
Juárez on May 9, 1862, it’s no longer celebrated as a national holiday in Mexico.
11. What country has the largest Cinco de Mayo celebration?
Answer: The United States of America. Cinco de Mayo celebrations started in California
in 1863 and spread throughout the United States in the 1980s. In 2005, Congress and
President George W. Bush declared it an official U.S. holiday and proclaimed that Americans
should observe the day with celebrations of Mexican American culture.
12. Where is the world’s largest Cinco de Mayo celebration held?
Answer: Los Angeles, California. Fiesta Broadway is held every year in downtown Los
Angeles. It celebrates Mexican culture specifically and Latin American culture in general. It
features musical acts, vendors, and in its heyday, stretched for more than 36 blocks. In the
past, hundreds of thousands of people attended Fiesta Broadway, although attendance has
been far smaller in recent years. Interestingly, Fiesta Broadway is not held on Cinco de Mayo
but on the last Sunday in April.
13. What music is associated with Cinco de Mayo?
Answer: Mariachi. Originating in Jalisco, mariachi bands
consist of violins, guitars, and trumpets. Sometimes a Mexican
folk harp is also used. Singing is often an element of a mariachi
band, and strong voices are required to be heard over the
instruments.
14. What is the most popular drink on Cinco de Mayo?
Answer: Tequila. Almost half the drinks consumed on Cinco de Mayo are margaritas, which
are made with tequila. Interestingly, tequila wasn’t always the drink of choice for the common
person. Centuries ago, only Aztec priests were allowed to make and consume the drink from
the agave plant, which was called pulque.
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15. What other alcoholic beverage is popular on Cinco de Mayo?
Answer: Beer. In 2017, more beer was sold for Cinco de Mayo than for St. Patrick’s Day, Super
Bowl Sunday, or any other holiday: $745 million was spent on light beers and malt liquors.
16. What is the official holiday dish for Cinco de Mayo?
Answer: Mole poblano. This native Pueblan dish is a sauce made with as many as
20 ingredients, including chocolate and chilies. Traditionally, it is served over turkey.
17. What is the most popular vegetable on Cinco de Mayo?
Answer: The avocado. May 5 is the biggest day for guacamole sales. More than two billion
pounds of avocados are sold for Cinco de Mayo.
18. What is the highlight of the Cinco de Mayo celebration in Chandler, Arizona?
Answer: Chihuahuas. There are Chihuahua parades, pageants, and races, and the
celebration concludes with crowning a king and queen from among the dogs.
19. What popular game is played on Cinco de Mayo?
Answer: Lotería. It is played much like bingo, but with cards rather than numbered pingpong balls. Each card has an image, and each player has at least one tabla, or board, with
a 4X4 grid of randomly selected pictures that match the Lotería cards. There are 54 unique
Lotería cards used in the game.
20. What type of clothing do women traditionally wear on the holiday?
Answer: Pico skirts, which are colorful, long, flowing skirts.
They are usually topped with a white blouse. Another popular
outfit is the Puebla dress, a full-length, white peasant dress
that is embroidered with brightly colored thread.
21. What type of clothing do men traditionally wear on the holiday?
Answer: Men usually wear trousers and a shirt, but they add a sombrero (hat) and/or a
serape, a brightly colored, woven, fringed shawl.
22. How does Vancouver, British Columbia, celebrate Cinco de Mayo?
Answer: They have an airshow and a skydiving show that features aerial acrobatics.
23. Cinco de Mayo is known for food, music, and dancing. What is the most well-known
Mexican dance?
Answer: The “Jarabe Tapatio,” better known in English as the “Mexican Hat Dance.” This
partner dance symbolizes a man courting a woman, and at the end of the dance, the man is
rewarded with a kiss, usually implied.
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24. What controversy has arisen about the holiday?
Answer: Some people object to the commercialization of the celebration. The holiday
became hugely popular during the 1980s, when beer importers aimed ad campaigns at
Latinos, and then the general public, around May 5.
25. What other significant events have happened on May 5?
Answer: The first manned American space flight took place on this date in 1961, and
Carnegie Hall opened in 1891.
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